New ultra-thin optical designs are presented. They are formed by optical sections (called channels) working in parallel (multichanneling) to provide the desired optical function. The phase-space representation of the bundle of rays going from the source to the target is discontinuous between channels. This phase-space ray-bundle flow is divided in as many branches as channels there are but it is a single trunk at the source and at the target. Typically, these multichannel devices are at least formed by three optical surfaces: two of them have discontinuities (in the shape or in the shape derivative) while the last one is smooth. The discontinuities of the optical surfaces are causing the separation of the flow in branches (in the phase space). The number of discontinuities is the same in the two first surfaces: Each channel is defined by the smooth surfaces in between discontinuities, so the surfaces forming each separate channel are all smooth. No diffractive analysis is done.
INTRODUCTION
LEDs are more suitable for compact optics than incandescent lamps or fluorescent lamps. In the first case is because the operating temperature of LEDs allows low cost optics working near the LED while in the second case, the higher radiance of the LEDs makes them more suitable for collimating applications. The interest for thin nonimaging optics components has also showed up in the Concentrating Photovoltaics (CPV) sector [1] , [2] .
The approach to designing very thin concentrator/collimators has not always been the same. All approaches share the idea of dividing the light flow in different "channels" each one of them having its own optics whose surfaces are not shared with neighbouring channels. At the turn of the century, multichannel devices called Stepped flow-line optics (SFL) were developed [3] ,- [5] . They are designed with the flow-line method [6] and rapidly found applications in the design of backlights [7] , [8] , optics for combining light sources or efficiently distributing light to several locations [9] - [13] . The main disadvantage of these devices lies in their manufacturability which is in general complex because the flow-line mirrors, derived from the method, use to have complex shapes and large areas (relative to the aperture area). This paper presents a design procedure for thin optics based in the Simultaneous Multiple Surfaces (SMS) design method [14] - [18] , solving the aforementioned disadvantage of flow-line based designs. Nevertheless, flow-lines are sometimes used when they don't create manufacturability complexities. We will describe this procedure by applying it to the design of an LED collimator.
DESIGN OF THE MULTICHANNEL RXI
The design procedure explained here is restricted to rotational symmetric cases, i.e., they are 2D designs in the sense that only the degrees of freedom of a 2 dimensional design are allowed. The multichannel thin optics based on the SMS method are characterized by having an optical surface called light distributor d which collects the light from a source (an LED in our example) and distributes it over a given support surface. The distributor is in general a mirror. The optics will be confined between two support surfaces whose cross sections are the lines l and m which, in this example, are straight lines (see Fig. 1 ). Fig. 1 also shows the flow-lines of the input and output beams. The input beam is formed by * jc.minano@upm.es ; phone +34 915441060; fax +34 915446341 the rays issuing from the LED and the output beam is the collimated beam that we want to have at the output. In the case of Fig. 1 the flow-lines of the output beam are vertical parallel lines. Once the multichannel RXI is designed, the flow lines must be continuous so every flow line of the input beam will be connected with its corresponding flow line at the output beam. The distributor d is designed so the flow-lines of the input beam, once reflected by the distributor, intercept the "mirror supporting line" m at the point where the flow-lines of the output beam would intercept m if there was a refraction on the surface l (see Fig. 2 ). In this case, since the surface l is flat, all we have to do is a straight extension of the the flow lines at the output. In this way, the irradiance (flow per unit of surface) on both supporting surfaces will be the same. This requirement is established to avoid discontinuities on the line l, which is sometimes necessary to simplify manufacturing, to minimize losses and to avoid corners that can get dirty. Once the distributor is known, a refractive and a reflective surface transforming the edge rays of the incoming beam onto edge rays of the output beam has to be designed. Since there are two edge rays bundles at the input beam (and 2 at the output beam), this is a classical 2-surfaces SMS design problem. This is schematically shown in Fig. 3 , where each edge ray bundle is represented by a wavefront normal to it. As shown in this Figure, the optical path lengths between wavefronts at the input and at the output can be selected. Each selection of optical path lengths gives a different solution of the problem. In general the solutions are mathematically correct but physically possible only in some cases, as it happens in the classical Cartesian oval problem [19] , [20] By selecting different optical path lengths we will be able to design the different channels with the condition that the surface be continuous on l. Fig. 4 shows the final design with the trajectories of some rays. These trajectories show how the bundle is chopped by the mirrors of the multichannel and rebuilt by the lenses. 
Aplanatic design
Aplanatic systems are axisymmetric optical designs free from on-axis spherical aberration and linear coma. These two conditions entail two further design conditions: (1) stigmatic on-axis image and (2) the Abbe sine condition (note that all the rays involved in these conditions are exclusively tangential). The contrary statement is also true: a design forming a stigmatic on-axis image and fulfilling the Abbe sine condition is aplanatic. Aplanatic designs have long been known through the work of Schwarzschild [23] , Wassermann and Wolf [24] , Welford [25] , Mertz [26] , [27] and others. Recently Lynden-Bell and Willstrop derived an analytic expression of more general aplanats [28] , [29] . The Abbe sine condition can be derived from the condition of zero linear coma, but this is just one possible point of view. For instance, Clausius, who derived the Abbe condition in 1864, did it from thermodynamic arguments [25] (we can also say that he used the conservation of etendue theorem [6] ). In 1884, Hockin gave a proof using path differences along tangential rays (without considering sagittal rays) [25] .
Aplanatic designs are particular cases of two-surface SMS 2D designs [6] , [14] - [19] . An SMS design is a more general case which in its simpler version is capable of forming stigmatic image of two off-axis points. When these two points of the (two-surface) SMS design are at an infinitesimal distance apart around the axis, the SMS design becomes an aplanatic design [16] .
Two rotationally symmetric surfaces give enough degrees of freedom to accomplish the Abbe sine condition and the Fermat principle and thus two optical surfaces are enough to get an aplanatic design. The most well known examples are aplanatic lenses (two refractive surfaces) and the Schwarzschild's mirrors. Once the refractive indices of the different media are known, there are only two constants to determine uniquely the two profiles of the aplanatic design. Of course, the optical system may have more than two surfaces. In general it is possible to design an aplanatic system by designing only two of them, i.e., considering all other surfaces prescribed. These other surfaces can be used for different purposes. In this work we use an additional surface (the distributor) to get an ultra thin aplanatic systems with a continuous surface l in which the incident wavefronts are broken, focussed and rebuilt in different optical channels that operate in parallel.
The design procedure of an aplanatic multichannel RXI is just a particularization of the procedure described before: The flow-lines become now the on-axis rays, the condition of continuity of the flow lines becomes the Abbe sine condition, the emitter is the focus point F, and the output beam is the beam of parallel on-axis rays. This design procedure is schematically shown in The distributor plays no role in the bundle "cut-and-paste" procedure, i.e., the bundle of an aplanatic lens can be chopped and rebuild without any distributor. This is because the Abbe sine condition can be fulfilled with different optical path lengths, a different one for each channel. This is shown in Fig. 6 . The figure shows two aplanatic lenses of the same fnumber. The one on the left has continuous surfaces (one channel) while the one on the right has two channels. Every on axis ray fulfills the Abbe sine condition with the same focal length. 
Distributor options
The distributor is often placed so it blocks the trajectory of incoming rays after refraction at the lenses. To avoid this problem there are two solutions that can be used together or alternatively:
1. Eliminate the channels whose incoming rays are blocked by the distributor d. This would eliminate the central channel of Fig. 7 and partially its adjacent channel. When the central channels are deleted, the central part of the distributor becomes useless. This is important because this central part could not work by TIR. In most of
these cases, the usable part of the distributor can work by TIR. Additionally, we can place a lens in the deleted central part of the distributor to help the efficiency. This central part won't have the same degree of collimation as the remaining parts of the multichannel RXI, i.e., in the aplanatic limit, this central part won't have the same focal length. 
2.
Create a thin layer of low refractive index at the position of the distributor so it works as a TIR mirror for most of the rays issuing from F but is transparent for the incoming rays (in a similar way as the front reflector of the SMS 2D design called XX works [6] ). This is the case shown in Fig. 4 . Again, there is a central part that won't work by TIR. This part can be metalized, which will produce some losses by light blocking (in general very small, <1%). Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show two multichannel RXIs whose inner channels have been deleted according to option 1 of the previous section. They are designed for a Platinum Dragon Osram LED (LWW5SN). There is an air gap between the RXI multichannel and the LED encapsulation so the rays enter the multichannel RXI within ±arcsin(1/n) , n being the refractive index (n≈1.49). The channel reflectors are assumed to be metalized. Preliminary results show that losses due to non collimated light (i.e., losses due to absorption in PMMA, emission through the edges and bottom) is 12% for the case of Fig. 8 and 18% for Fig. 9 . Fig. 10 shows the intensity pattern of the multichannel RXI of Fig. 9 . 
RAY TRACING RESULTS

MULTICHANNEL RXI COMBINED WITH NON SEQUENTIAL MIRRORS
Thinner devices can be obtained if the distributor is a flow line. In this case, the surface between reflector channels must also be flow lines of the flow emitted by the source. This is shown in Fig. 11 . The distributor is designed in the same way as before, i.e., to get continuous flow lines with those obtained by refracting the flow lines at the output on the lens supporting surface. The difference is that this distributor design is now based on flow-lines. Channel lenses and channel reflectors are designed with the SMS method. This multichannel RXI still shares with the preceeding ones its simplicity for manufacturing if we compare them with thin devices whose channels are also designed with the flow-line method.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a procedure to design thin optical devices and in particular thin RXI. The designs contain a distributor element which is used to get the thin optical element and to ensure continuity of one of the surfaces. The remaining optical elements are grouped in channels. In the multichannel RXI each channel comprises a reflector and a lens. The bundle of rays is chopped so each part is processed by a different channel and rebuild at the exit of the channels.
Initial results show that this design concept is an efficient way to collimate light in very thin devices whose manufacturability is improved with respect other thin design alternatives.
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